
me is steve Entler. I am the Generar Manager for Radio rcab company. I

'een affiliated with Radio cab in various capacities for alimost 4g years. ourowned and operated company has been permitted to o;oerate in and
I Portland since 1946. I have served on the city of portland private for Hireof Review, for severar years, and currentry I am serving on the Autonomous
-' Taskforce for the oregon Department of Transportation.

e this morning to express my concerns with H83023, which is a Biil that,

1:_: ltoten 
by the Transportation Network companies in order to give an

lming operational advantage to the Transportation Network companies.
rrly crafted with armost totar disregard for items such as: pubric safety,

, traffic congestion, operationar transparency, rocar reguratory contror,
I responsibility for vehicle damage, and business costs passed on to
taxpayers. lt is a Biil that is riddred with vague and unc.nscionabre

ments that make me question how it managed to get sponsored by the
Representative Mcclain. l'm thinking that she must havr: drunk a little too
ber/Lyft cool Aid and it somehow brurred her normaily sharp vision.
take a better look at some of the advantages that would be afforded to
sportation Network companies as a result of the passa€le of this Bill.

L. would allow the TNC's to hold themselves apart frorn Taxi,s, Limo,s, or
lhicles for Hire, even though they provide, essentially the same service.

2. would allow that the TNC's and their affiliated vehicles become
ely regulated by the Department of Transportation, even though there is
anism for funding or enforcement of regulations in place, nor are there

plans any that I am aware of. This section would also prevenir local
munici ities from regulating or coilecting taxes or fees, even though a
dispro
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:ronate amount of the TNC vehicles regularly travel from outlying areas
states to operate within the confines of portland and other populous

litan areas. Tratfic congestion and parking, arong with wear and tear on
structure are already suffering, and this Bill would prevernt cities from
ng to collect compensation for the effects that result from their invasive

and un rolled business practices.

Section . would allow the TNC's to operate an unlimited numberr of vehiclesp
an unlimited number of miles, on an unfimited number of roadways for



a

ual fee of just Ss,oo0 per company. ls it only me that thinks this number is
; a few digits?

4' within this section is an outrine that wourd ailow a r.NC vehicre to

::r1:-t"t=r 
r::i, of 10 vears without ever undergoing a vehicre safety

rn' There is a different requirement for onboarding a used vehicle that is
In a year old or has greater than r.0,000 mires showing on the odometer.
se only a single initial inspection would be required. After that, the

is approved for unrimited usage without ever being inspected again. In
t, the section doesn't specify who performs the inspection. r,m guessing

that t TNC driver's brother in law would be okay.

Also, i

notify
this section is a requirement that a Transportation Netlvork company

be vali if their insurance company finds out that it is being used for commercial
s, such as rideshare service. I feel, very strongly, that it should be an
: requirement for TNC drivers to supply a document issued by their
I auto insurance company to the Transportation Netwonk company and
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the rtment of Transportation that acknowledges that it is aware of the
com ial usage of the TNC vehicre. rt is unfair for ail of the other peopre that

personal auto insurance to bear part of the increased costs that are
Incu

ir participating driver that their personar auto insurance poricy might not

, requires an application and a criminal background check along with a
of other things. The main problem with all of this is that everything can
online without any face to face meeting. No verificationr of identity,
ver. without a fingerprint background check, the validity of most of the

requi ents are a total farce.

as an indirect result of unauthorized vehicle usage by TNC drivers that is
purpos not exposed to their personal auto insurance company.

Section 5. Describes all of the requirements for an individuar to rbecome a TNC

being in xicated while providing service, not avoiding undesirable trips, etc. etc.
Proble

. Lays out all of the rules that participating TNC drivers i:rre supposed to
r. lt covers things such as prohibiting them from taking r:ash fares, not

is, there is no provision for enforcement of these rures. No enforcement
enforcement funding. Nothing. rt wiil be a free for ail. Trust me on thisI l usL rne on rnls

how things will work. rt is arready happening, to some degree, in
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nd, even under the watchfur eyes of pBor Reguratory enrforcement peopre.
ill would eliminate those enforcement people.

7' A transportation network company may not create a farse impression,
. or otherwise engage in a deceptive practice to misleacl a governmental
r evade the enforcement of the regulations contained irr this Bill. The key
ere is the word "may".lt makes the entire section unen.forceable. Besides,
f ber create the greyball software to make that sort of thing possible in the
ce? How noble of them to include this requirement in tlhe Bill, now that itisnol nger even necessary.

8' Describes the various levels of auto liability insurancc. coverage
d to be provided by a Transportation Network company and exactly when

didn't
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rels are to be provided. During the time when a participating TNC driver is
nto the app and has accepted a trip request and is actirrely driving to pick
lnger, or while the driver is actually transporting the passenger, the
limit is 1 million dollars. As soon as the passenger exits the vehicle, the
limit is drastically reduced to s50K for bodily injury or death, per person,

uuK aggregate Bl per accident, and szst< for property damage. lf you are a
ian that is about to be hit by a TNC vehicle, better hope there is a

her than the TNC company insurance, which usuaily has; a higher
le. This practice has the effect of passing off insurance craim costs on to
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passen er in it, otherwise, your life isn't worth much. My company,s experience
long history has revealed that most accidents for Taxis, and I suspect for

TNC ve icles, as well, occur when the vehicle is unoccupied by a passenger. Does
it make sense to reduce coverage during the period when most accidents occur?

't to me. The coverage shourd be the same for ail periods.

Anothe thing that we have noticed from getting involved in nurnerous accidents
with vehicles, is that the TNC company insurance information is seldom
initially red at the scene of an accident. In the case where the TNC vehicle is at
fault, TNC driver's personar auto insurance is usuaily shown rcecause it has a
lower d uctible for collision, thereby creating an incentive for the TNC driver to
use it

over i

It does

deducti

the d r's personalauto insurance company, and, consequentl,y, to all of that
persona auto insurance company's policyholders, when it shoukJ actually be the

bility of the Transportation Network company,s auto insurance provider.
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9' This section attempts to clarify which insurance policy is responsible for
s as a result of a motor vehicle accident involving a TNt3 vehicle, becauselifferent coverage rimits that appry during the various dniving events that

uring a TNC driver's normal activities. Adding to the co!'erage confusion, is
ice of TNC drivers offering to provide service for more than one
lation Network company in the same vehicre and at the same time.

nt coverage limits can change within seconds, so a conflict often arises
rg a detailed investigation into the exact timing of an acrcident and the
onal status of the TNC driver. of course, all of this could be avoided if the
>rtation Network companies simpry provided equar rimits of riabirity
e at all times that a TNC driver is active on their platforrn. lt really
't matter whether a TNC vehicle is traveling to pick up a passenger or
g back after dropping a passenger off. lt would also be hrelpful for the
rrtation Network company to provide collision coverage with reasonable
bles for TNC drivers invorved in "at faurt,, accidents. This wourd herp deter
ldrivers from making bogus claims on their personal auto policy rather

than the Transportation Network Company insurance policy.
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10. Allows the Department of Transportation to review ;a random sample
ranged rides provided to participant drivers, for the purpose of verifying
Transportation Network company is complying with the terms outlined
ill. lt appears that this inspection is onry to be ailowed once per year, and
pany is allowed to not discrose the identity of a TNC driv,er or rider.

rtion to a Transportation Network company for violating any of the
contained in this Bill. Maximum penalty is s100. wow! Really?

iceably absent from this biil are any requirements for Transportation
companies to provide equivalent accessible service for disabled riders. Iguess t t task just doesn't fit into their business plan.

for allowing me to weigh in on this important subject this morning, and
happy to answer any questions that you wourd rike to ask.

Section 1' outlines the penalty that can be issued by the Department of
Trans

the co
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